New Years 2017
with Archaei Mary &
Archangel Raphael

Sheep May
Safely Graze
To the Priest who Wrote Their
Confession Letters—

2016 Confession Letters
JESUS CHRIST: I will have the playing of the Gregorian chants that you see the
difference, not as the
(1-3) Mechanical religion sound, but of the
(4-6) Gregorian chant.
JESUS CHRIST: What you will notice when a religion becomes “off-kilter” is that
it is un-improvable, it goes no higher. The laity are not able to continue with
what is either the teaching or the word in that church’s beliefs and
understandings. Nor, in the liturgy itself.
You are able to hear this in the sound and the voices as the level of the
aspirant.
MOTHER MARY: It is not to say that when you hear these voices, that these are
not at the level they ought to be at.
JESUS CHRIST: Rather, it is that their lives are not improving as they have
accepted the lies of the Catholic Church such as the Nicene Creed or fully
accepting that marijuana-deathdrug will not kill their soul, accepting that
masturbation and demon-possession is acceptable. Accepting that having a
wayward life is the meaning of being a Catholic laity or priest. Accepting sin as
playing Russian-roulette was the Saint Augustine or Vatican II way and would
apply to their situation, and to look no further at salvation for causes or effects.
They accept the following of Satan. They accept satanic black magic,
witchcraft ritual, sedition, heresy, variance, emulation,
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[sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy,
fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies].

ANDREA SELESTOW: What we have noticed where the liturgical work, the
chanting work is not present at a high level of accelerating to the ascension and
that these be candidates to the ascension, is they drag.
STEVEN ECKL: They are as marionettes. They are losing energy, really, they
appear as this spider bone image. They can turn to sex energy as they have no
ability to find the Christ Light as they are off-kilter, they are off-base, they are not
able to find the fountain of youth, the fountain of eternal life.

MAHA CHOHAN: You hear this stopping at a definite level where they do not
grow in the word, they have no awe at the word, they do not work on
themselves either.
JESUS CHRIST: Religion is then mechanical to them.

Typist: How does one ascend?
The backdirect or karma is balanced not as during the time of Moses, an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. With the coming of Jesus Christ of grace and
mercy and the Christ teachings, backdirect is balanced more.
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STEVEN ECKL: What Jesus Christ taught was to give away your other coat, and
to turn your other cheek to the one you have backdirect with.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: It does not mean that you allow the mafia to bludgeon you.
Mandarin: Rather that you see often the irritating sparks you have with normal
people are with people you have some backdirect with that you need to
“balance”.
NOSTREDAME: The backdirect is paid off now in large measure by chanting now.
It is neither way.
STEVEN ECKL: The chanting or decrees are the power and science of sound and
that will balance 100 years of karma in 10 years or less.
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